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Nconnect Voice 2.0

Step into the cloud without updating your infrastructure
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Introduction
Welcome!
This document will assist you in configuring your telephone system (PBX) and your SIP Trunk.
However, since the SIP protocol often leaves room for interpretation, this can only serve as a guide
and not be considered as binding for the PBX configuration. We recommend testing and
documenting all important call scenarios beforehand.
If your telephone system is on the list of certified telephone systems (see chapter Certified vendors),
you can generally get the correct settings for Nconnect Voice 2.0 by selecting Nconnect Voice 2.0
directly in the set-up menu of the telephone system. Please make sure that your system is on the
software version mentioned in the list.
If certification has already been completed by a partner or by the NFON Group, there will be a
comprehensive and easy to use configuration guidelines available. For details see chapter “Certified
vendors “as well.
In the rare case that a PBX is not on the list of certified vendors, a manual configuration of the PBX
Endpoint and template will need to be done via the Nconnect Voice configuration portal (see chapter
Create PBX Endpoint).

If the PBX is not IP-capable, a media gateway will be required. In this case, the Bintec media gateway
is recommended as it is certified.
For all well-known vendors, a template can be activated in the configuration portal that ensures that
the NFON server uses the SIP message formats and procedures appropriate for the PBX (see chapter
Create PBX Endpoint).
We hope you enjoy working with the Nconnect Voice 2.0 product and this manual!
Subject to changes and errors reserved
Version 2 / 09.2021 (en)
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Basic Functionality
Geo Redundancy
NFON operates multiple, geo-redundant data centers which are built to completely take over from
each other if necessary. All sites are interconnected through multiple high-capacity broadband
connections to perform all failover scenarios at an instant. All sites have multiple high-capacity
internet connections and high performance peerings with the public internet.
Nconnect Voice 2.0 trunks are handled on a geo-redundant, high-performance cluster of multiple call
routers.
So, failover-scenarios are implemented per data center and across data centers to provide maximum
reliability. To accomplish this for each individual setup, the customer's IP PBX shall only use a fully
qualified domain name (FQDN) instead of individual IP addresses.

SIP Trunk credentials
SIP users are authenticated via the username / password credentials that will be sent them after
creation of the SIP endpoint. The credentials will be sent by SMS to the technical contact named in
the order.
The mobil number of the technical contact person can be changed by the partner or by the NFON
support if necessary.
The SMS simply says:
“
K number: KABC1
Your password: abieknpm, 5)%g12lkn57
“
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Please keep the SIP credentials secret. A lot of fraud can happen with stolen SIP
credentials!

Alternatively, IP authentication (static mode) is supported, see chapter “ Authentication static mode”

Standard
The technical implementation of Nconnect Voice is based on the SIPconnect 2.0 Technical
Recommendation.

Firewall settings
For basic connectivity, firewall, router, switch and customer network settings please check the
“Leaflet Plug & Play”:
https://www.nfon.com/en/systemspecifictopics/leaflet-plug-play-20/a-requirements
https://www.nfon.com/en/systemspecifictopics/leaflet-plug-play/a-general-information

Phone number formats
Phone number transmission (incoming NFON to customer)
Incoming phone numbers from NFON to the customer are either in the international format with a
leading "+" or national format. The required format is defined within the configuration portal. For
details see chapter “Installation”
For examples, see: Chapter “Examples, Incoming Call”
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Phone number transmission (outgoing customer to NFON) – CLIP
In general, NFON accepts the transmission of phone numbers in all fields (FROM, TO, P-Asserted
Identity, P-Preferred Identity) in the following formats:
Country Code
+49
0049
national

SIP format
<sip:+49894531234@nfon.com >
<sip:0049894531234@nfon.com >
<sip:0894531234@nfon.com >

The following headers for presenting the Caller Number are accepted:
1. P-Preferred-Identity
2. FROM
3. P-Asserted-Identity
•

•

If “CLIP no screening” feature is not enabled, (see chapter CLIP no screening) all headers are
checked and validated if the entries are correct. Otherwise, they will be overwritten with a valid
customer number.
If no PAI header is sent, it will be checked if the FROM or P-Preferred-Identity is a valid customer
number, and this will be used for the PAI (PAI is set before sending the INVITE to the carrier). If
the number is not valid, a random "valid" Number from the assigned number block will be set.

For examples, see chapter “Examples Incoming Call”
In addition to the formats described above, NFON does allow the following local number formats as
caller ID. Please be aware that this is accepted only if the SIP Trunk is used for one national prefix
only. In case several national prefixes are used, the number format needs to be international E.164.
Local number format
Telephone number without local area code (LAC)
Telephone number with local area code (LAC 089)

SIP format
<sip:4531234@nfon.com>
<sip:0894531234@nfon.com>

As the FROM / PAI is checked in every call, we have restrictions in place that do not allow certain
numbers to be used, this includes emergency or service numbers. Calls attempts made with
restricted numbers in the FROM / PAI will be rejected.

Phone number suppression (anonymous calling) – CLIR (Calling Line Identification
Restriction)
The caller ID can be suppressed (anonymous calling) for an outgoing call via two methods::
•
•

customer can set “anonymous” in the FROM displayname
or set a Privacy: id header

In both cases the call will be signaled to the carrier as anonymous call.
For examples, see chapter Examples
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CLIP no screening
CLIP no screening allows an external number that is not associated with the SIP Trunk to be
transmitted.
If this feature is enabled, the intended number can be set as a calling party number to the called
party using the number formats described above.
If this feature is disabled, only numbers associated with the SIP Trunk can be transmitted.
In addition, a valid number from the SIP Trunk needs to be provided in the PAI header for legal
reasons, but this is not shown to the called party.
All number ranges can be used by the customer and accepted by the system; however, premium
service numbers and emergency numbers cannot be used for CLIP no screening. Calls that use them
will be rejected.
Please note that there are country specific regulations for the usage of CLIP no screening
For more information on number transmission see chapter Phone number transmission (outgoing
customer to NFON) - CLIP
This feature is ordered together with Nconnect Voice 2.0.

Installation
General
It is strongly recommended to disable SIP Session Timers at the PBX as they generate
unnecessary traffic and do not provide reliable keep-alive mechanisms

After ordering Nconnect Voice 2.0, the customer will receive an order confirmation::
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NFON will also confirm their directory number block(s) – in this example no porting of an existing
number from a different service supplier is assumed, but a new number block is allocated to the
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customer:
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In addition, the customer will receive access to the customer portal, see chapter New Interactive
Customer Portal (NICP)

Partner Portal / Configuration portal (Configuration portal)
The setup of the Nconnect Voice 2.0 SIP Trunk, as well as enabling and adaptation of additional
features, is done by the customer or partner from the configuration portal.
This can be accessed via the Cloudya Portal https://start.cloudya.com/ with your username and
password.
As part of the order, the technical contact person named in the order form will receive an e-mail that
has the link to setup their password.:

Username is the email address. With those credentials you can log in to the portal:
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Within the "User" menu the administration of user accounts is done..
Test User

test@nfon.com

Test User

From the “Nconnect Voice” menu the administration of the SIP Trunk is done
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Test User

To get to the Dashboard
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The trunks, trunksets and number blocks are available already as ordered. The administration for all
the functions described below can be done from here.
From the “User” menu it is possible to edit the user via the “Edit Pen” or delete them via the
“Basket”.

test@nfon.com

Test
test@nfon.com
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Test User

User

Create PBX Endpoint
PBXEndpoint
he PBXEndpoint is the opposite point (located at the customer) of an IP connec on from the
customer to NFON, usually connec ng a PBX
as no rela on to phone numbers on its own

PBXEndpoi nt

Customer
Customer

V

Customer

PBXEndpoi nt

Customer ite

The first step is to create the customer PBX as a SIP endpoint in the configuration portal via the "PBX
Endpoint" menu. By clicking the "+" button, select the relevant PBX template and the new endpoint
will be created::
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The password for the PBX- endpoint is sent via SMS to the provided mobile number of the technical
contact partner.
In case the mobile number is not used there is the possibility to get the password displayed. For that
purpose, the user requires a security code. The code is then sent to his e- mail address. When
entering this code, the password is displayed for 30 seconds.

For all well-known vendors there is a template available for the PBX (PBX endpoint), so that the
messages to the PBX use the right format. In case there is no template available for the PBX vendor,
customer / partner has the possibility to create their own template. Go to “PBX Endpoint emplate”
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And add a new template using the “+” button:

With the template the incoming number format (international, national, local), authentication
method, CLIP style and inbound URI format (E.164 number vs K- number).
Meaning of CLIP style:
“From ID Clip”: he PBX submits the CLIP number (additional calling party number) within the FROM
and the calling party number (verified access number) within the PAI.
17

“From Name Clip”: Used when the PBX does not send the PAI. In this case both numbers are
submitted within the FROM Header, the CLIP number within the DISPLAY-Name part and the calling
party number within the SIP-URI of the FROM Header.
Once the PBX endpoint is created, the final step is to activate it by clicking the "active" toggle in the
"PBX Endpoint" menu..

PBX Configuration
Now that the PBX Endpoint is setup in the configuration portal, the connection to the NFON service
has to be configured on the customer PBX.
Example configuration values would be:
Username: K1234xyz5 (sent via SMS to technical contact)
Password: test1234 (sent via SMS)
SIP Registrar: siptrunk.cloud-cfg.com
SIP Proxy: siptrunk.cloud-cfg.com
SIP Port: 5060
Protocol: UDP/TCP/TLS
The Certification of Nconnect Voice 2.0 with several vendors is ongoing. As soon as this is completed,
you will be able to get the correct settings for Nconnect Voice 2.0 by selecting the corresponding
template directly in the PBX Endpoint setup menu. Please make sure that your system is on the
software version mentioned in the list.
There are a lot of certifications available for the DTS “ IP k- Anlagenanschluss”. Basically, these
apply for Nconnect Voice 2.0 as well, as we use the same interfaces. The SIP Registrar and SIP Proxy
will be different (see above) but all other settings are the same.
If the PBX is not IP-capable, a media gateway will be required. In this case, the Bintec media gateway
is recommended as it is certified.

Certified vendors
The certifications for German DTS "SIP Tk- Anlagenanschluss" are valid for Nconnect Voice 2.0 SIPTrunk as well, only the NFON SIP Registrar and SIP Proxy has to be used. The certifications for DTS are
either from the vendor, a partner or DTS themselves.

Vendor

Product

Tem- Guidelines
plate
for 2nd
level
Support
n

3CX
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3CX Phone System

y

Comment

All necessary settings can be activated from a
DTS- template automatically. Only SIP server
has to be updated.

Vendor

Product

ASKommunikationssytem (with LANModul 509 / 510):
Release 2.400.75
and 2.400.80
AGFEO

Tem- Guidelines
plate
for 2nd
level
Support
n

Comment

y

Certification by vendor
Configuration guideline available

ESKommunikationss
ystem
(ES512/ES516/ES5
22):
Release 1.5 and
1.5a

AlcatelLucent

OmniPCX Office
R10.0

n

y

Certification by distributor
Configuration guideline available

Askozia

IP Telefonanlage
Current version

n

y

Certification by DTS.
Configuration guideline available

Asterisk

NOW
IPTAM

n

y

Certification by DTS.
Configuration guideline available

n

y

Auerswald

COMpact 4000
COMpact
5000/5000R
COMmander 6000

n

y

Avaya

IP Office 500 V2
R9.1
IP Office 500 V2
R9.1 with Avaya
Session Border
Controller for
Enterprise 6.3
Avaya Aura
Communication
Manager

AVM

Fritzbox

n
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Template (for "SIP Tk- Anlagenanschluss“)
can be downladed from configuration surface
Configuration guideline available

Certification by Avaya for DTS SIP Trunk, see
Avaya certification

y

Configuration guideline available

Vendor

Product

Tem- Guidelines
plate
for 2nd
level
Support

Comment

n

y

n

y

n

y

Profil of "SIP Tk- Anlagenanschluss" available
from configuration surface of indali
Configuration guideline available

n

y

Certification by DTS.
Screenshots available

Kerio Operator
2.4.4

n

y

Configuration guidelines available

innovaphone
PBX IP200, IP230,
IP302, IP800,
IP6000

n

y

Innovaphone

n

Mitel

MiVoice Office
400 family
(incl. 415,430,470)
Mitel 100 family
(incl. 130, 150,
X320, 510)

n

Lancom

Lancom 883+ VOIP
Lancom 884 VOIP
Lancom
1793VA(W)
Lancom 1793VA4G

bintec
elmeg

be.IP plus

Clarity

Clarity
Communication
Center

DATUS

indali B, S, M

elmeg

elmeg ICT

GFI

NEC
Panasonic
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KX-NS 1000
NCP 500/1000

Configuration for DTS SIP- Trunkfrom
configuration- surface
Configuration guideline available

Certification by vendor for DTS SIP- Trunk:
Clarity certification

Certification by DTS.
Configuration guideline available

y
Setup- advisory available as PDF from Mitel
for "SIP Tk- Anlagenanschluss"
Configuration guideline available

y
Certification by vendor and DTS.
https://support.lancomsystems.com/knowledge/pages/viewpage.act
ion?pageId=32992477

n

y

Configuration guideline available

n

y

Certification by vendor and DTS.
Configuration guideline available

Vendor

Product

PASCOM pascom

FreePBX

Tem- Guidelines
plate
for 2nd
level
Support
n

y

"Template Engine" available for "SIP TkAnlagenanschluss"

n

y

Setup advisory available for "Deutsche
Telefon Standard SIP-Trunk Einrichtung" at
https://www.sangoma.de/dokumentation/

n

y

Certification by vendor and DTS.
Configuration guideline available

n

y

Information available from:

Sangoma
PBXact

Starface

Starface PBX

Swyx

SwyxWare

tevitel

tevitel.iPBX

tiptel

Unify

Wildix
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https://www.swyx.de/produkte/support/wi
ssensdatenbank.html
see "SIP Provider Deutsche Telefon " profile
"Deutsche Telefon (DE)"
Configuration guideline available
n

y

Certification by vendor

tevitel certification
n

y

http://voip.tiptelinfo.de/index.php/zertifizierte-trunks-s-serie
Setup advisory can be ordered from tiptel
support with type number
Template that can be activated. Advisory see:
http://voip.tiptel-info.de/index.php/tiptel8010/anleitungen/129-konfiguration-einessip-trunks

n

y

Profile "Deutsche Telefon" available for DTS
SIP server. PDF available from

Yeastar S- series
tiptel 8010/8020
All-IP

OpenScape
Business

Wildix Unified
Communications
System

Comment

https://wiki.unify.com/wiki/Collaboration_wi
th_VoIP_Providers
n

y

Configuration from Wildix configuration
surface (WMS)

Number routing
The available number blocks are visible from the sub- menu “Numberblock” of the “Number routing”
menu:

Numbers from the blocks are assigned to the trunkset with the menu “Number routing”.

Here a number routing is added and edited:
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Support
The customer or partner is responsible for the setup of the PBX on customer's premises. Since each
PBX requires specific knowledge for the various versions and systems, as such NFON support cannot
provide any advice on how to apply settings or troubleshoot any PBX issues. The customer or partner
must contact the party that is contracted to support the PBX- basically the PBX vendor.
Additionally, NFON support cannot assist with customer network issues that may hinder the
implementation of Nconnect Voice 2.0 nor put any failovers in place if the Nconnect Voice 2.0
connection fails. And NFON support can not make sure that there is a backup in place for fallback in
case there are problems with the adaptations
However, there is a chargeable service that is available where we offer technical consulting for
projects that can assist with the above issues.
Support can not and will not give binding suggestions for the setup of the PBX.
For any PBX setup or configuration, the customer will need to contact the party that is responsible
for supporting the PBX.
For the SIP Trunk product itself NFON support is able to provide assistance where necessary. This
includes call control and voice traffic (SIP & RTP) between the customer PBX and NFON server as well
as incoming and outgoing traffic to the PSTN. This is implemented according to the SIPconnect 2.0
technical recommendation.
If there are any issues with the SIP Trunk or features, our support will be available to assist and
troubleshoot via the usual channels.
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Additional Functions
Function Overview
The following table provides an overview of the functionality of Nconnect Voice 2.0 and the
supported features:
Feature

Short Feature Description

Call Handling
Features
CLIP

Show own DDI for outgoing calls

CLIP no screening

Any DN displayed for outgoing calls

CLIR

Suppression of DDI presentation

High Availability
(Forking)

Connect multiple PBX

Call forwarding
using “302 redirect”

Call forwarding triggered by the PBX using ”302 redirect” IP message

Backup Service

Call forwarding in case trunk not reachable

Call barring
Incoming

Block incoming calls from specific numbers

Supported VoiceCodecs

Audio codecs G.711 a/ µ

Fax T.38

Fax transmission with T.38 codec with fallback to G.711

DTMF

Transport of tones according to RFC2833

Security Features
Call barring outgoing

Prevent calls to certain number ranges for a trunk

Fraud detection

Call volume is checked against a limit and calls are blocked
automatically in case the limit is crossed
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Feature

Short Feature Description

Authentication in
static mode

The customer should provide his public (static) IP address. He can
then switch the authentication to "static mode" in which incoming
traffic is only accepted from that source and only send to that
target. (IP Authentication)

User Agent Check

Only calls from user agent allowed

SIP password change

Regenerate a new SIP PW

Spending
Management

Customer can set limits and gets a notification if 80% of the limit is
reached

Protocol Features
TLS / SRTP

Transport Layer Security / Secure RTP

Portals
Customer Portal

Administration of Security Limits and look up customer/ contractual
data

Administration
Portal

Administration of customer SIP Trunk by customer or partner

High Availability (Forking)
This feature is only available as part of the Premium feature set.
To improve availability, the customer may connect multiple PBX systems to the same account. A call
from each PBX is accepted.
The following fail-over / load balancing options are available and can be selected by the user:
1. None / Single located extension
no resilience required but DDIs distributed over several trunks
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2. Simultaneous / Multiple located extension
A call from the PSTN to the PBXes is forked into multiple INVITES. The PBX answering the call
first gets this call, while the other call legs are cancelled. I.e inbound calls are delivered
simultaneously to primary and secondary destinations, then connected to whichever
destination responds first. Early media (i.e. ringback tone) is not supported. 180 provisional
SIP response is requested so that progress tone can be passed correctly to the calling party

3. Round Robin (Load Balancing)
Every inbound call is sent to the next PBX in a repeating order, e.g. if there are three PBXes
(A, B and C) the first incoming call would be sent to PBX A, the second incoming call to PBX B,
third to PBX C and the fourth would be back to PBX A.
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4. Primary / Backup (Secondary Failover)
If the primary PBX becomes unavailable, calls are delivered to the secondary PBX.
ot tandby redundancy concept
If the primary PBXEndpoint is not ready (not registered
or other failure) the callis routed to the backup
instance
All PBXEndpoints of the related trunk set must share
the same extensions

Customer

0

033OC2

V

Customer

0

033OC2

arseille

Primary

00

,3

033 B3

arseille

Backup

00

,3

033 B3

The administration of the high availability feature is configured in the configuration portal from the
trunkset menu:
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By selecting the pencil icon, you can change the loadbalancing method to Primary / Backup:

he selection “Forking” covers case 1.” None / Single located extension” and 2. “Simultaneous /
Multiple located extension” above
The configuration of the PBX for Primary / Backup is done via the priority of the related PBX
endpoints:
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Call forwarding with redirect (302) and without
The customer’s PBX may send a 302 to forward the call to an external target. To reduce traffic on the
customers internet connection, the call is removed from the customer’s line and forwarded by NFON
internally. A forwarded call consumes 2 channels on the SIP trunk nevertheless.
Security mechanisms such as fraud control are still in place to detect and handle fraudulent calls. To
prevent fraud, we will not forward emergency, premium or direct enquiry services.
Handling of the procedure depends on the specific PBX at the customer site.
For an example see: D. Examples Call forwarding with redirect (302) and without
Alternatively, the PBX can forward the call without a 302. In that case the PBX can setup an outgoing
call using INVITE without additional information, or it can transmit additional forwarding information
(e.g. forwarding party DDI) within a Diversion Header.

Backup Service
If the customer DDI is not reachable (detection based on a failed INVITE, OPTIONs are not used) the
call is forwarded to a different number reachable via PSTN. Several options are possible:
1. Standard Backup (N:1) / Central Backup Number
This is only for smaller customers that can have e.g. one mobile number to forward all failed
calls to.
Calls are diverted to an alternate phone number. This can be done from the portal or by
NFON. Calls cannot be diverted to emergency-, premium service or directory enquiry
services.
In case the user has assigned a backup number to a number block and he divides the
block afterwards, the new number blocks will not take over the backup number
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he customer has one backup number for all of his number
blocks
he callis routed to this backup number if rou ng failures

Customer

AA

V

Customer

AA

+3 3
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+3 3

23

+3 3
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2. DDI Backup (N:N) / Prefix Based Backup Number
Bigger customers need a finer solution instead of one central backup number. In a prefixbased configuration, the target prefix is replaced, while the extension is kept so when the call
is sent to the PSTN the new prefix is used and the extension is kept the same.

3. Individual Backup (N:M) / Individual Backup Number
Each individual extension may be mapped to individual backup numbers
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It is possible to have DDI backup and individual backup for the same number block. In that
case the best/ longest prefix match will apply.
4. No Backup
There are customers that do not want any backup, i.e. in case of an outage calls must not be
forwarded to any backup number, e.g. doctors do not want their incoming calls redirected to
their mobile.
The user can choose and administrate the options in the Configuration portal, menu “Number
Routing”

Choose “Backup numbers” and add a backup using “+”
31

Centralised backup number:

Prefix backup:

Individual backup:
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After creating the backup method, it will be listed in the table below:

Call Barring Incoming
The user may add CLI numbers for malicious calls to be blocked. currently, only the exact numbers
added to the blacklist are blocked.
In addition, it is possible to block anonymous calls. To enable this, you have to click the related tick
box in the menu.
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Administration of the blacklist is done under the "Trunkset" menu in the configuration portal:

Then select “Blacklist”

Create an incoming blacklist from the “+” button
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Here you can enter the name of the blacklist profile and the number to be blocked for incoming calls:

The number format must start with “+”.
Further entries can be added using the “+” button.
Anonymous calls are blocked by choosing “Anonymous calls” in the blacklist profile entry:
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By editing the trunkset in the "Trunkset" menu, the blacklist profile can be assigned:
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Supported Codecs, Fax T.38 with G.711 Fallback
For voice calls, only the G711a/µ audio codec is supported.
For faxes, the T.38 relay standard and G711a/µ audio codec are supported. Please note that all fax
codecs are pass-through and will not be changed when routed through our platform. There are no
configuration options for this.

DTMF (according to RFC 2833)
DTMF tones are transported as marked events within the RTP stream
37

For an example see: D.Examples DTMF

Multi Number Management
The customer can add one or several numbers or number blocks to the SIP Trunk. Size and content of
the blocks is specific per country depending on the country regulation. Any called number from those
number blocks is then routed to the PBX according to the fixed number routing (see chapter Number
routing). The number of concurrent calls is calculated from the number of calls over all assigned
numbers, i.e the number is per SIP Trunk, not per numberblock.
Number blocks are ordered using the NFON order form

International Number Management
Number blocks can be provided from all countries that are available via the NFON Carrier
interconnects.
Outgoing calls are always terminated via a carrier in the country of the number block of the calling
party.
Accounting is done according to the rate table valid for that country.
Number blocks, for foreign countries as well, are ordered using NFON order form

Emergency Call
The customer can dial any emergency service number that is provided in the country of the used SIP
Trunk. The Location is assigned to the number blocks. If the customer dials an emergency number,
based on the received INVITE, the country is selected via the site location assigned by the customer
and the call is routed over the carrier interconnect of that country.
The customer is responsible for recording the complete and correct location. In addition, customer is
responsible for signaling the correct calling party number so that it is possible to determine the
correct location and enable callback.
If the emergency call is made from a different location than the address entered (nomadic use),
NFON cannot ensure that the emergency call is routed to the nearest emergency service location.
Basically, the call is routed to the emergency location assigned to the entered address in combination
with the used calling party number.
For more details see the Service description.
To avoid such problems, it is possible to order a DN at the location of the usage and assign the
correct address to this DN in the order.
By using CLIP no screening (see chapter CLIP no screening) the location can be hidden for all nonemergency calls
For an example see: D.Emergency Call

Call Barring Outgoing
As fraud is typically related to specific countries (e.g. Africa or Middle East) various generic Call
Barring Security Classes are used to protect Nconnect Voice 2.0.
The customer can switch between the "security classes":
•
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Class 2: International destinations critical for fraud and national premium services (common
European destinations accessible)

•
•

Class 4 is less restrictive, Class 6 has even fewer restrictions that only blocks destinations very
critical for fraud
Class 99 (allow all): No destinations blocked (this option is not visible in the blacklist and is
only a selectable option when assigning a blacklist profile to a trunkset)

Per default critical international destinations and national premium services are blocked. Details
about the blocked destinations per security class are visible from the Configuration portal. These
classes are the same for all countries- except the national specific premium services. They are the
predefined barring classes.
In addition to the default security classes, the customer can define their own custom class and assign
the custom class to the required trunkset. It is not possible to have a default class and an individual
barring class in parallel.
Within their custom barring class, the customer is able to define specific destinations and individual
numbers that requires blocking.
Customer can block destinations in his PBX. But these are on top, i.e. it is not possible to open a
destination from the PBX that is blocked in the assigned barring class and vice versa.
Call barring administration is done in the Configuration portal. There is no specific authentication
necessary for call barring administration.
Administration of outgoing call barring is done from the trunkset:

Click on the edit pencil of the trunkset that requires the barring class. The default blocking classes are
always available:
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To see the content of a blocking class (blacklist) go to the "Blacklist" menu:

And choose the content button on the right side of the related blacklist:
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To configure an individual blacklist choose the “+” button in the blacklist menu:

After creating the barring class, click on the "+" button to add the number prefix or whole number
that is to be blocked.
Please note the number prefix or whole number has to start with a "+".
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Fraud Control
Fraud detection is based on a cost limit for the sum of all speech channels. If this limit is exceeded
within one hour, the SIP Trunk is blocked for international and service calls. The limit is valid for the
sum of speech channels within one country. Consequently, the blocking is done only for the country
where fraud is suspected. The check does not take the previous month's usage into account.
The limits are:
1. Nconnect Voice per channel:
wo channels: 2 €
hree channels: 2 €
Four channels: 30 €
Five channels: 30 €
Six channels: 3 €
Seven channels: 3 €
Eight channels: 0€
Nine channels: 0€
2. Nconnect Voice mall: 0€
3. Nconnect Voice

edium:

€

4. Nconnect Voice Large: 0€

The limit is checked for every call. It is not checked per channel, but the sum over all channels is
checked. That means if the customer has Nconnect Voice Small (10 channels / concurrent calls) and
their airtime costs exceeds 0€ within one hour, our fraud prevention will trigger. On the other hand,
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if the airtime costs for one channel is 3 € within one hour and the other channels don't have any
costs, the fraud prevention will not trigger.
So as a reminder, if the limit is reached, extended services (i.e. international calls and service calls)
will be blocked.
Stable calls will not be released; the limit is checked only after each call. Therefore, it may happen
that the limit is crossed but the blocking applies at a later point in time. E.g. if a long duration call is
established to an expansive destination, the limit may be reached during the call. But this is checked
only after the call. And the blocking will apply only after the call when costs are already above the
limit.
When the block is triggered, an email notification is sent to customer informing them of the
suspected fraud.
The email will say the following:
“
Hello,
Your fraud detection limit has been exceeded. Your phone line has therefore temporarily been
blocked from making international calls and calls to service numbers. Better safe than sorry.
However, you can reset this block at any time in the portal. Please clarify beforehand whether you
think you may be a victim of fraud. Alternatively, simply increase your fraud detection limits to avoid
being blocked again.
“
In addition, the blocking is visible in the Dashboard of the Configuration portal(see chapter Partner
Portal / Configuration portal (Configuration portal)) and in the customer portal.
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Customer must unblock the SIP Trunk in the customer portal (see New Interactive Customer Portal
(NICP) )New Interactive Customer Portal (NICP). There is no check whether the cause of the fraud has
been solved by the customer. I.e. NFON can not make sure, that the reason for the high costs is
solved. So it might happen that within the next hour the limit is crossed again, the high cost arise
again and the access will be blocked again. Customer should either adapt the fraud detection limits in
case of false detection or stop the fraud. After unblocking the SIP trunk the limit counter is reset back
to zero but if the limit is exceeded again in an hour, access will be blocked again.
In the customer portal, the limit can be adjusted to the customer's need.
For details see chapter: New Interactive Customer Portal (NICP)

Authentication static mode
With this authentication mode, traffic is only sent to and from the customer's public (static) IP
address.
For some firewalls, the static mode that it uses does not support "two-way communication", in this
case, the "REGISTER" method will have to be configured.
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The configuration for IP Authentication and handling of the IP address for authentication in static
mode is done in the Configuration portal. When creating a PBX Endpoint template set the
authentication to IP address:

Then when creating a PBX Endpoint, assign that template. You can then add the IP address that will
be used for authentication.
Please note that the IP address needs to be a public IP address.
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User Agent Checking
The “User Agent” parameter ( eader of IP INVI E) is checked by prefix to allow only those calls from
the customer PBX that have a correct value. The first REGISTER after a SIP-Password Change resets
the Prefix. This is to avoid misuse of leaked credentials.
Only the first five characters of the User Agent information are checked
If the check is enabled, it will only allow user agents (header eld of the INVI E) that are assigned to the PBX Endpoint
An empty user agent con gura on means the check is disabled, i.e. the user agent is not veri ed
User agent con gura on set to null recon gures with next INVI E
Only INVI E messages are veri ed
Non matching user agents get a Busy response
Customer

V

Customer
033CD
033OC2
033 B3

033CD

0

033OC2

empty
null
P.IPv3.00

033 B3
rong user agent cannot
authen cate from stolen
iden ty
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User Agent Check E P
An empty user agent con gura on means the check is disabled, i.e.. the user agent is not veri ed

Customer

V

Customer
033CD
033OC2
033 B3

0

033CD

No user agent de ned.
he user agent can have
any value, it is not veri ed

033OC2

empty
null
P.IPv3.00

033 B3
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User agent reset is done at the Configuration portal in the PBX endpoint administration

Register PBX → NFON or Invite outgoing call

SIP Password Change
The administrator may regenerate (not specify) a new SIP-Password which is sent by SMS to the
mobile number that has been defined with the order.
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This resets the User Agent Prefix Filter.
A password reset is done from the "Edit PBX Endpoint” menu in the configuration portal:

Spending Management
With basic Feature set Spending Management has to be ordered separately with additional price per
channel, with premium feature set it is included without additional price (except the UK where it is
free of chargefor basic feature set as well).
To limit telecommunication costs, the customer can define a spend limit for their monthly telephony
spending. This is done in the Customer Portal:
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Notification:
When 80% of the limit is reached, the customer will receive an alert by email. The alert will be based
on the user's tariff and spend with NFON. The alert trigger is based on the total value of the calls for
that user during that month across all their endpoints. Minute packages are not included, i.e. only
calls that fall outside of the minute package(s) volume contributes to the total value. For example, if
a customer orders a minute package that includes 1000 minutes for £14.10 and sets the spend limit
to £15, the limit can only be reached if the customer uses up all 1000 minutes and then makes
additional outgoing calls totalling £15.
The alerts are sent to the user within 1 hour of the event.
However, if the spend limit is reached during a call, the notification will be delayed as calls are only
rated after it has ended.Suspension:
When the monthly spend limit is reached, outbound call barring will activate for the customer's SIP
service. This will disable the ability to make outbound calls from all the endpoints associated with
user's SIP Trunking service, but they will still be able to make emergency calls and receive inbound
calls.
The same process and restrictions apply for suspensions as they do for notifications.
When a suspension occurs, the customer is informed by e- mail:
“
Your limit for Spending Management has been reached. Therefore your access is blocked for
outbound calls (except emergency). You can remove the outbound call barring in the portal. You can
as well increase the limit there
“
The blocking is visible in the Configuration portal in the dashboard and in the customer portal:
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In the case of a suspension, the user can remove the outbound call barring on the customer portal by
entering a higher limit.
For details see chapter New Interactive Customer Portal (NICP)
The suspension and notification are calculated based on the calendar month, therefore the spend
value will be reset to zero the following month.
Billing of inbound CDR / Offline billing is not counted for Spending Management.

Protocol Features, TLS/ SRTP
Supported protocols:
•

IPv4

•
•

UDP
TCP

and
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•

TLS (Transport Layer Security) TLS1.2 for encrypting call signaling and SRTP (Secure Real Time
Protocol) for encrypting media streams.
TLS1.2 is downward compatible with TLS1.1 so that there is no additional effort for
customers still using TLS1.1.
(we do not allow TLS with unsecure RTP)

New Interactive Customer Portal (NICP)
Access to the customer portal is with the username and password. When the order is completed, an
email is sent to the customer with their customer number and a link to setup their password:

Access to the portal is at my.nfon.com:
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My Contract
The landing page shows the customer's contract:

Within the contract details page, details pertaining to the contract can be checked e.g. minute
packages, number blocks.
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:
“ y data” shows the data stored about the customer
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Using “Bills”, the user can check and/or download their bills in .C V or .PDF format:

Administration
This menu allows the user to do the following:
- check their locations
- check their numbers
- administer their minute packages and spending limits

„Locations“ shows the access available:
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“Numbers” shows the assigned number blocks and their status:

“Minute packages” shows the booked packages and their balance:
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Further packages can be added from here.

If you go to “ ecurity ettings”, you can update the limits for fraud detection or unblock the IP trunk
if the fraud detection was triggered.

Administration of spending limits is done from here as well. In case the access is blocked, the limit
has to be increased for unblocking.
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Microsoft Teams Integration Standard

To allow PSTN calling from a Microsoft Teams tenant (direct routing calls), Nconnect Voice can be
connected to MS Teams tenant.
This additional function has to be ordered explicitly in the order form and has a separate price
assigned (basically € per concurrent call / channel).
It should be noted that the MS Teams tenant does not support high availability features, i.e. it is not
possible to connect two MS Teams tenants in parallel to achieve high availability. For PSTN
connectivity high availability is guaranteed by the NFON and Microsoft architecture.
Like the case where a PBX is connected to Nconnect Voice, the telephony features that are supported
by MS Teams can be used:

On top of that, security functions like blacklists incoming and outgoing, fraud detection and spending
management, portals and backup are available.
To connect the MS Teams tenant to the NFON SBC, the procedure defined by Microsoft has to be
followed. It is described in the “Nvoice for
eams” leaflet:
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Leaflet Nvoice for Microsoft Teams
Please note, that the procedure is for MS Teams integration with the cloud PBX “Cloudya” (Microsoft
Teams Integration Premium). For the topic of this document that is MS Teams integration with the
IP runk “Nconnect Voice” (Microsoft Teams Integration Standard), the last step in the procedure
(chapter 6.7 Configuring the NFON Phone Extension) needs to be replaced by activating the SIP
endpoint with the „ icrosoft eams “- template

(for activation of SIP endpoint see chapter Create PBX Endpoint)
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Examples
The purpose of the following examples is to provide a reference for the SIP header contents in the
SIP messaging between the customer's PBX and the NFON platform.
By manually configuring the SIP headers from the customer's PBX to match the format provided, the
SIP trunk should work properly.
Attention: IP addresses within these examples are artificial! These are not
NFON addresses! For the live traffic, please use the FQDN of the NFON
Registrar.
For details about the PBX configuration see chapter PBX Configuration
Reference setup
Setting
Registrar Public IP
PBX Public IP

Value
siptrunk.cloud-cfg.com
101.222.10.33

Username

Kwxyz12345

DDIs

+49 322 222 8516 (0-9)

Note
Arbitrary public or private IP
address of the PBX
Provided at
https://start.cloudya.com

Register PBX → NFON
The Initial REGISTER send from the PBX to the NFON platform
From: <sip:Kwxyz12345@ siptrunk.cloud-cfg.com >;tag=a5065835-ff58-45a8-a15b-195c93c60153
To: sip:Kwxyz12345@ siptrunk.cloud-cfg.com
Call-ID: a96da278-493d-4d35-b7d1-90444d9d9369
CSeq: 4048 REGISTER
Contact: sip:Kwxyz12345@101.222.10.33:5060
Expires: 3600
Allow: OPTIONS, REGISTER, SUBSCRIBE, NOTIFY, PUBLISH, INVITE, ACK, BYE, CANCEL, UPDATE,
PRACK, MESSAGE, REFER
Max-Forwards: 70
User-Agent: Asterisk PBX 16.11.1
Authorization: Digest username="Kwxyz12345", realm=" siptrunk.cloud-cfg.com ",
nonce="<encrypted data>", uri="sip:siptrunk.cloud-cfg.com:5060", response="<encrypted data>"
Content-Length: 0
Register message with DDI number instead of K- number within FROM, TO and CONTACT header is
accepted as well – using the format +49322xxx or 49322xxx
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Invite incoming call
INVITE NFON → PBX with CLIP (E.164 number format)
Incomming call to DDI +49322222851601 from :+4921096000
INBOUND-INVITE, CLIP, E.164 numbers

INVITE sip: +49322222851601@101.222.10.33:5060 SIP/2.0
Record-Route: sip:102.222.10.33;r2=on;lr;ftag=6+9160e5a6+6bf72685
Record-Route: sip:103.222.10.33;r2=on;lr;ftag=6+9160e5a6+6bf72685
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 102.222.10.33:5060;branch=z9hG4bK9cd7.f04663d6.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP
103.222.10.33:5160;rport=5160;received=103.222.10.33;branch=z9hG4bK+466cb2808baa04ed5dd8
76fd3e62a18c1+sip+6+a64e0a07
From: "the callers name" <sip:+4921096000@td>;tag=6+9160e5a6+6bf72685
To: sip:+49322222851601@nfon.net
CSeq:28809 INVITE
Expires: 180
Content-Length: 242
Supported: timer,replaces,norefersub, 100rel
Contact: sip:5e5745f26e971c407da0cce44de4d533@10.111.222.44:5160;transport=udp
Content-Type: application/sdp
Call-ID: 252df563e4606ec155758467025751e7
Allow: OPTIONS, REGISTER, SUBSCRIBE, NOTIFY, PUBLISH, INVITE, ACK, BYE, CANCEL, UPDATE,
PRACK, MESSAGE, REFER, INFO
Session-Expires: 1800
Min-SE: 90
Max-Forwards: 65
Accept: application/sdp, application/dtmf-relay
v=0
o=- 118897834547758 118897834547758 IN IP4 10.111.222.44
s=c=IN IP4 10.111.222.44
t=0 0
m=audio 32950 RTP/AVP 8 101
a=sendrecv
a=rtpmap: 8 PCMA/8000
a=rtpmap: 101 telephone-event/8000
a=fmtp: 101 0-16
a=maxptime: 150
a=ptime: 20
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INVITE NFON → PBX with CLIP (national number format)
Incoming call to DDI +49322222851601 from :+4921096000
INBOUND-INVITE, CLIP, national numbers

INVITE sip: 0322222851601@101.222.10.33:5060 SIP/2.0
Record-Route: sip:102.222.10.33;r2=on;lr;ftag=6+9160e5a6+6bf72685
Record-Route: sip:103.222.10.33;r2=on;lr;ftag=6+9160e5a6+6bf72685
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 102.222.10.33:5060;branch=z9hG4bK9cd7.f04663d6.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP
103.222.10.33:5160;rport=5160;received=103.222.10.33;branch=z9hG4bK+466cb2808baa04ed5dd8
76fd3e62a18c1+sip+6+a64e0a07
From: "the callers name" <sip:021096000@td>;tag=6+9160e5a6+6bf72685
To: sip:0322222851601@nfon.net
CSeq:28809 INVITE
Expires: 180
Content-Length: 242
Supported: timer,replaces,norefersub, 100rel
Contact: sip:5e5745f26e971c407da0cce44de4d533@10.111.222.44:5160;transport=udp
Content-Type: application/sdp
Call-ID: 252df563e4606ec155758467025751e7
Allow: OPTIONS, REGISTER, SUBSCRIBE, NOTIFY, PUBLISH, INVITE, ACK, BYE, CANCEL, UPDATE,
PRACK, MESSAGE, REFER, INFO
Session-Expires: 1800
Min-SE: 90
Max-Forwards: 65
Accept: application/sdp, application/dtmf-relay
v=0
o=- 118897834547758 118897834547758 IN IP4 10.111.222.44
s=c=IN IP4 10.111.222.44
t=0 0
m=audio 32950 RTP/AVP 8 101
a=sendrecv
a=rtpmap: 8 PCMA/8000
a=rtpmap: 101 telephone-event/8000
a=fmtp: 101 0-16
a=maxptime: 150
a=ptime: 20
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INVITE NFON → PBX with CLIR
Incoming call to DDI +,349322222851601 from "anonymous" (unknown calling party)
INBOUND-INVITE, CLIR, national numbers

INVITE sip: 0322222851601@101.222.10.33:5060 SIP/2.0
Record-Route: sip:102.222.10.33;r2=on;lr;ftag=1+d5ba10ee+d7a3c469
Record-Route: sip:103.222.10.33;r2=on;lr;ftag=1+d5ba10ee+d7a3c469
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 102.222.10.33:5060;branch=z9hG4bK10eb.4c661622.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP
103.222.10.33:5160;rport=5160;received=103.222.10.33;branch=z9hG4bK+3d89a857a2daab8a40af0
224bf0b3aec1+sip+1+a64e0a88
From: <sip:anonymous@td>;tag=1+d5ba10ee+d7a3c469
To: sip:0322222851601@nfon.net
CSeq: 22377 INVITE
Expires: 180
Content-Length: 238
Supported: timer,replaces,norefersub, 100rel
Contact: sip:5e5745f26e971c407da0cce44de4d533@10.111.222.44:5160;transport=udp
Content-Type: application/sdp
Call-ID: ca1eabe3b78eaf01622d30882e637987
Allow: OPTIONS, REGISTER, SUBSCRIBE, NOTIFY, PUBLISH, INVITE, ACK, BYE, CANCEL, UPDATE,
PRACK, MESSAGE, REFER, INFO
Session-Expires: 1800
Min-SE: 90
Max-Forwards: 65
Accept: application/sdp, application/dtmf-relay
v=0
o=- 9298861535403 9298861535403 IN IP4 10.111.222.44
s=c=IN IP4 10.111.222.44
t=0 0
m=audio 33394 RTP/AVP 8 101
a=sendrecv
a=rtpmap: 8 PCMA/8000
a=rtpmap: 101 telephone-event/8000
a=fmtp: 101 0-16
a=maxptime: 150
a=ptime: 20
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Invite outgoing call
INVITE PBX → NFON with CLIP (E.164 number format)
Outgoing call from DDI 0322222851601 to 021096001
OUTBOUND-INVITE, CLIP, E.164 numbers

INVITE sip:+4921096001@101.222.10.33 SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 102.222.10.33:5060;rport;branch=z9hG4bKPj6aee2878-23e7-4197-a12f767694ed85ec
From: <sip:+49322222851601@nfon.com>;tag=a08fb153-44ee-4c57-aac9-130114691a0d
To: sip:+4921096001@101.222.10.33
Contact: sip:asterisk@102.222.10.33:5060
Call-ID: 486c2aeb-8e33-4de5-bc9f-6f87a17da320
CSeq: 10775 INVITE
Allow: OPTIONS, REGISTER, SUBSCRIBE, NOTIFY, PUBLISH, INVITE, ACK, BYE, CANCEL, UPDATE,
PRACK, MESSAGE, REFER
Supported: 100rel, timer, replaces, norefersub
Session-Expires: 1800
Min-SE: 90
P-Asserted-Identity: sip:+49322222851601@nfon.com;user=phone
Max-Forwards: 70
User-Agent: Asterisk PBX 16.11.1
Authorization: Digest username="<user-name>", realm="nfon.com", nonce="<encrypted data>",
uri="sip:021096001@101.222.10.33", response="<encrypted data>"
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 243
v=0
o=- 2081109992 2081109992 IN IP4 102.222.10.33
s=Asterisk
c=IN IP4 102.222.10.33
t=0 0
m=audio 19054 RTP/AVP 8 101
a=rtpmap: 8 PCMA/8000
a=rtpmap: 101 telephone-event/8000
a=fmtp: 101 0-16
a=ptime: 20
a=maxptime: 150
a=sendrecv
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INVITE PBX → NFON with CLIP (national number format)
Outgoing call from DDI 0322222851601 to 021096001
OUTBOUND-INVITE, CLIP, national numbers
INVITE sip: 021096001@101.222.10.33 SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 102.222.10.33:5060;rport;branch=z9hG4bKPj7ab88620-3f47-4e05-a2736fabe3f53ed8
From: <sip:0322222851601@nfon.com>;tag=a2f713d5-3174-41d1-9b46-81d90084036d
To: <sip:021096001@101.222.10.33>
Contact: <sip:asterisk@102.222.10.33:5060>
Call-ID: 3534c70b-1f20-47e0-81bb-b3f2072bbd00
CSeq: 5965 INVITE
Allow: OPTIONS, REGISTER, SUBSCRIBE, NOTIFY, PUBLISH, INVITE, ACK, BYE, CANCEL, UPDATE,
PRACK, MESSAGE, REFER
Supported: 100rel, timer, replaces, norefersub
Session-Expires: 1800
Min-SE: 90
P-Asserted-Identity: <sip:0322222851601@nfon.com;user=phone>
Max-Forwards: 70
User-Agent: Asterisk PBX 16.11.1
Authorization: Digest username="<user-name>", realm="nfon.com", nonce="<encrypted data>",
uri="sip:021096001@101.222.10.33", response="<encrypted data>"
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 242
v=0
o=- 1423454714 1423454714 IN IP4 102.222.10.33
s=Asterisk
c=IN IP4 102.222.10.33
t=0 0
m=audio 9706 RTP/AVP 8 101
a=rtpmap:8 PCMA/8000
a=rtpmap: 101 telephone-event/8000
a=fmtp: 101 0-16
a=ptime: 20
a=maxptime: 150
a=sendrecv
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INVITE PBX → NFON with CLIR
Outgoing call from DDI 0322222851601 to 021096001 with calling party number supressed
"anonymous"
OUTBOUND-INVITE, CLIR, national numbers

INVITE sip: 021096001@101.222.10.33 SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 102.222.10.33:5060;rport;branch=z9hG4bKPjb95874f3-227c-4382-985206fb17bb0fdf
From: "anonymous" <sip:anonymous@anonymous.invalid>;tag=3710ecde-8b95-4646-a4e2e8ecf1edf3ed
To: sip:021096001@101.222.10.33
Contact: sip:asterisk@102.222.10.33:5060
Call-ID: 0ef52492-f85d-4288-8fb6-84dc9364d7e6
CSeq: 20155 INVITE
Allow: OPTIONS, REGISTER, SUBSCRIBE, NOTIFY, PUBLISH, INVITE, ACK, BYE, CANCEL, UPDATE,
PRACK, MESSAGE, REFER
Supported: 100rel, timer, replaces, norefersub
Session-Expires: 1800
Min-SE: 90
P-Asserted-Identity: sip:0322222851601@nfon.com;user=phone
Max-Forwards: 70
User-Agent: Asterisk PBX 16.11.1
Authorization: Digest username="<user-name>", realm="anonymous.invalid", nonce="<encrypted
data>", uri="sip:021096001@101.222.10.33", response="<encrypted data>"
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 241
v=0
o=- 311382222 311382222 IN IP4 102.222.10.33
s=Asterisk
c=IN IP4 102.222.10.33
t=0 0
m=audio 14776 RTP/AVP 8 101
a=rtpmap: 8 PCMA/8000
a=rtpmap: 101 telephone-event/8000
a=fmtp: 101 0-16
a=ptime: 20
a=maxptime: 150
a=sendrecv
Alternativly, privacy header can be used (Privacy id)
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Emergency Call
INVITE PBX → NFON emergency service number
Outgoing call from DDI +493222228516 to 112
OUTBOUND-INVITE, Emergency

INVITE sip: 112@101.222.10.33 SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 102.222.10.33:5060;rport;branch=z9hG4bKPjcbf9b900-4e88-4319-80522f6181f7b321
From: "+493222228516" <sip:+4932222285160@nfon.com>;tag=2f8e248e-ecef-4722-ab79950b9b9cdfa8
To: sip:112@101.222.10.33
Contact: sip:asterisk@102.222.10.33:5060
Call-ID: e9e09267-3545-4fbf-b5b7-89d59e1b43c3
CSeq: 30547 INVITE
Allow: OPTIONS, REGISTER, SUBSCRIBE, NOTIFY, PUBLISH, INVITE, ACK, BYE, CANCEL, UPDATE,
PRACK, MESSAGE, REFER
Supported: 100rel, timer, replaces, norefersub
Session-Expires: 1800
Min-SE: 90
P-Asserted-Identity: sip:+49322222851601@nfon.com;user=phone
Max-Forwards: 70
User-Agent: Asterisk PBX 16.11.1
Authorization: Digest username="<user-name>", realm="nfon.com", nonce="<encrypted data>",
uri="sip:021096001@101.222.10.33", response="<encrypted data>"
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 242
v=0
o=- 2033286139 2033286139 IN IP4 102.222.10.33
s=Asterisk
c=IN IP4 102.222.10.33
t=0 0
m=audio 8314 RTP/AVP 8 101
a=rtpmap: 8 PCMA/8000
a=rtpmap: 101 telephone-event/8000
a=fmtp: 101 0-16
a=ptime: 20
a=maxptime: 150
a=sendrecv
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Call forwarding with redirect (302)
302 MOVED TEMPORARILY PBX → NFON
Incoming call forwarded to +4921096001
302 Redirect for an incoming call

SIP/2.0 302 Moved Temporarily
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP
101.222.10.33:5060;rport=5060;received=101.222.10.33;branch=z9hG4bK10dd.6048211.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 102.222.10.33:5160;rport=5160;
received=102.222.10.33;branch=z9hG4bK+f0a158dafe92819ce2074a53190a12581+sip+6+a64e0b07
Record-Route: sip:101.222.10.33:5060;lr;r2=on;ftag=6+5d6972fc+144a91b2
Record-Route: sip:103.222.10.33;lr;r2=on;ftag=6+5d6972fc+144a91b2
Call-ID: 1940fe68e00e2de7021a4ae7451fe93c
From: "test-carrier" <sip:+4921096000@td>;tag=6+5d6972fc+144a91b2
To: <sip:+49322222851601@nfon.net>;tag=156d6b6f-3b25-42e8-b893-47ffe2304164
CSeq: 6350 INVITE
Server: Asterisk PBX 16.11.1
Contact: sip:+4921096001@101.222.10.33
Reason: Q.850;cause=0
Content-Length: 0
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DTMF
DTMF via FRC 2833
Negotiated codec number in SDP for telephone-event: 101
Start DTMF tone (first packet) - digit '6'
Raw Binary Packet:
0000 80 e5 57 a2 22 82 73 38 3c 07 33 8f 06 0a 00 a0 ..W.".s8<.3.....
Decoded:
Real-Time Transport Protocol
10.. .... = Version: RFC 1889 Version (2)
..0. .... = Padding: False
...0 .... = Extension: False
.... 0000 = Contributing source identifiers count: 0
1... .... = Marker: True
Payload type: telephone-event (101)
Sequence number: 22434
[Extended sequence number: 87970]
Timestamp: 578974520
Synchronization Source identifier: 0x3c07338f (1007104911)
RFC 2833 RTP Event
Event ID: DTMF Six 6 (6)
0... .... = End of Event: False
.0.. .... = Reserved: False
..00 1010 = Volume: 10
Event Duration: 160
End DTMF tone (first 'end' packet)
Raw Binary Packet:
0000 80 65 57 a9 22 82 73 38 3c 07 33 8f 06 8a 05 00 .eW.".s8<.3.....
Decoded:
Real-Time Transport Protocol
10.. .... = Version: RFC 1889 Version (2)
..0. .... = Padding: False
...0 .... = Extension: False
.... 0000 = Contributing source identifiers count: 0
0... .... = Marker: False
Payload type: telephone-event (101)
Sequence number: 22441
[Extended sequence number: 87977]
Timestamp: 578974520
Synchronization Source identifier: 0x3c07338f (1007104911)
RFC 2833 RTP Event
Event ID: DTMF Six 6 (6)
1... .... = End of Event: True
.0.. .... = Reserved: False
..00 1010 = Volume: 10
Event Duration: 1280
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Terminology

Customer

70

Customer Site

SIP- User
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Trunk-Set

Number Block
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Abbrevations
CLIR
COLP
COLR
DDI / DID
DN
LAC
MS
PAI
PBX
PSTN
RTP
SRTP
TLS
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Calling Line Identification Restriction
Connected Line Presentation
Connected Line Presentation Restriction
Direct Dialing Inward / Direct Inward Dialing
Directory Number
Local Area Code
Microsoft
P- asserted identity
Private Branch Exchange
Public switched Telephony Network (Fixed Net)
Real Time Protocol
Secure Real Time Protocol
Transport Layer Security

